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1. Introduction 
1.1. Let (M’“, w) be a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold with non-empty boun- 
dary. The basic definitions, including Hamiltonian isotopies, will be recalled later. 
Let L be a compact Lagrangian submanifold, with dL = L A dM, where & means 
transversal intersection. The transversality condition is equivalent to no tangencies 
between dL and the characteristic lines, which are defined as tangent to the kernel 
of the form induced by w on dM. For a given (M, w), we are interested in deciding 
the validity of the following extension property: 
(EP) Given any L as above and any Hamiltonian isotopy fr : dL+ dM, t E [0, 11, 
(fo = inclusion), with f, nowhere tangent to the characteristic lines, there exists a 
Hamiltonian isotopy F, : L+ M starting from the inclusion. 
It is easy to check that only the images f,(i~L) are involved. 
1.2. Looking at the analogous problem, where L is isotropic but not Lagrangian, 
then (EP) holds: according to the Gromov immersion theory [6, p. 3341 one finds 
a Hamiltonian regular homotopy which is approximated (general position) by a 
Hamiltonian isotopy. 
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1.3. The validity of (EP) for Lagrangian submanifolds is a difficult problem because, 
in general, there is no extension to an ambient Hamiltonian isotopy; indeed, any 
symplectic diffeomorphism does preserve the characteristic foliation of aM and 
thus, if two points of aL belong to the same characteristic line, they must do so 
throughout any ambient isotopy. 
After some thought it has become clear that (EP) very rarely holds. I already 
showed in [9] a nonextension result for Hamiltonian isotopies; as a consequence 
of it, (EP) fails for some compact symplectic manifold whose boundary is not of 
“contact type”. But for some time I was convinced that (EP) was valid in both of 
the following cases: 
(HA) N” being a closed manifold, T*N its cotangent bundle endowed with the 
standard symplectic form, and T a tube in T” N, consider M = T” N - int T. Here 
a tube means the image of a fibered (nonlinear) embedding of a D”-bundle into 
T*N preserving the O-section and the boundary of which is transversal to the rays 
of T* N (= the orbits of the standard Liouville flow). 
(HB) M = IF!“-’ x (lRn-‘)* x R x [0, CO) with the standard symplectic form w = dx A 
d.$+dt /\du. 
In this article, I prove that this hope was vain (except when n = 1 where (EP) 
always holds): 
Theorem A. Let N be any closed n-manifold (n 2 2). There exists some tube Tin T” N 
such that (EP) fails for some data in M = T*N -int T. 
Theorem B. (EP) fails in 03:” for some data. 
In both cases, the failure is already obtained with exact Lagrangian submanifolds; 
in (HA), exactness refers to the canonical primitive of o, that is the Liouville form 
of the cotangent space. 
Comments. It appears that symplectic geometry involves very rarely topological 
arguments. As a matter of fact it is an open question to decide whether there exists 
a “symplectic differential topology” (see [l]). 
As we see, there are failures of very basic principles of the differential topology, 
in presence of boundary. It is a pity, because if (EP) was valid under conditions a 
little more general than in (HA), I could prove an engulfing theorem giving a 
topological approach for some of the theorems stated by Cromov in [5]. 
1.4. The work is organized as follows. Section 2 contains preliminaries and construc- 
tions of Lagrangian submanifolds (the graph construction based on the so-called 
reduction principle of Souriau). In the end, some connection between both situations 
is enlightened. 
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Section 3, which is independent of Section 2, provides a proof of Theorem A, as 
a consequence of a certain intersection theorem in T*N in the same vein as the 
Conley-Zehnder-Chaperon theorem [3]. Then, in Section 4, we set up a geometrical 
construction which gives rise to the implication between the opposite statements: 
opp B+opp A. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Hamiltonian isotopies. Let N be a smooth manifold and fi : N + (IV’“, w), 
t E [0, 11, an isotopy of embeddings; the fi’s give rise to f: N x [0, l]+ M. For each 
loop y in N and each t E [0, l] one can look at I,x,o,rl f *w. The isotopy is called 
Hamiltonian when all of these integrals vanish. In that case one can define a real 
function h, : N + [w, depending on t, well defined up to the addition of a function 
of t, by the formula: 
h,(y) - h,(x) = - I i(d/dt)_f *w nxirl 
where N is a path on N from x to y. Said in words, h, is the rate of change (at time 
t) of the area swept out by the arc LY. We shall speak of the (algebraic) area when 
thinking of the integral of w over any oriented singular 2-chain. 
When N = M and f;, = Id, a Hamiltonian isotopy is just derived from a Hamilton 
function H,: M +I2 depending on t E [0, I]; denoting by X, the vectorfield 
infinitesimally generating the isotopy, we have the following formulas, where the 
first two are the classical Hamilton equations: 
X,(,/Y(x)) = dJlat(x). 
dH, = -i(X,)w, h, = H, 0J;. 
Returning to the case of submanifolds, we know that Af;,: N + M is an isotropic 
embedding if for every 2-disc 0 of N, I, f$w = 0. Therefore, by the Stokes formula, 
if the isotopy ,fi is Hamiltonian, then f; is isotropic when f. is. 
Here are the elementary extension lemmas. 
2.2. Lemma. If N is compact and .fo embeds N into int M, then every Hamiltonian 
isotopq, qfA, into int M extends to an ambient Hamiltonian isotopy with compact support. 
Proof. We have to construct a global function H, : M + R, the l-jet of which is given 
alongJ;( N) by the above formulas. The extension of l-jets of functions is classical. 
In order to get an isotopy we must guarantee the completeness of the Hamilton 
vectorfield X,. That is the reason why we are assuming the compactness of N. 0 
The same proof gives the following: 
Any Hamiltonian isotopy A : JM + ?IM, from Id, with compact support can be 
extended with compact support. 
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2.3. An isotopy f,:aM -,aM is called a shift along the characteristic lines, when 
h(x) moves along the leaf of x, for each x E 8M. It is a Hamiltonian isotopy and 
thus extends to M when its support is compact. On the other hand, if fO: N + 8M 
is a compact embedding, nowhere tangent to the characteristic lines, then a shift 
isotopy of N into aM extends as a shift of aM. Therefore we have the following 
lemma. 
Lemma. Any shifi isotopy of N into aM extends to a Hamiltonian isotopy of M. 
2.4. Here we investigate the germs of Lagrangian submanifolds transversal to r?M. 
Lemma. Let SC aM be a compact isotropic submanifold nowhere tangent to the 
characteristic foliation. Then: 
(1) there exists an isotropic embedding f: S x [0, I] + M, transversal to JM, such 
that f\ S x (0) is the inclusion S c aM; 
(2) two such embeddings are isotopic by an ambient Hamiltonian isotopy inducing 
Id on aM. 
Proof. Observe that S is at most of dimension n - 1. 
(1) Take any germ of hypersurface H along S, transversal to the characteristic 
lines of aM. Then dually, JM is transversal to the characteristic lines of H; pushing 
S along the latter we get what we wanted. 
(2) The previous process generates all the isotropic embeddings of S x [0, l] 
transversal to aM. Then, noticing that the space of the H’s is contractible, we have 
that any two isotropic embeddings fO, f, : S x [0, l] + M belong to a family f,. (The 
previous arguments have something to do with the proof of Darboux’s theorem 
given in [4].) 
This isotopy J is Hamiltonian, because each embedding is isotropic and the 
isotopy is stationary on S x {O}. The proof of 2.2 works well, even in the presence 
of aM, by taking Hamiltonian functions vanishing at order 1 on aM; in this way 
we get the ambient isotopy. q 
This lemma has the following corollary. 
Corollary (Smoothing). Let H be a separating hypersurface in M, M = M, un MZ; 
let L, c M, , Lz c M2, be Lagrangian submanifolds, both transversal to H, with L, n 
H = L,n H. Then L,u Lz can be smoothed into a Lagrangian submanifold, by an 
isotopy of Mz fixing H. 
2.5. Union of Hamiltonian isotopies. The above situation gives us the opportunity 
to point out that, in general, a Hamiltonian isotopy of L2 in M,, extended by the 
inclusion L, c M,, does not give rise to a Hamiltonian isotopy of L, u L,, when 
L, n L2 is not connected, because some cycles passing through two distinct com- 
ponents of L, n Lz may sweep out a non zero area. But, when, in homology, 
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H,(L,)+ H,(L,u L2) is onto, the union of Hamiltonian isotopies of Li in M, is 
Hamiltonian. 
2.6. The graph construction. Let M = N x [0, I] x R where w = w,t dt A dh, w0 being 
a symplectic form on N and (t, h) being the last coordinates. Let f; : S + N, t E [0, 11, 
be a Hamiltonian isotopy of w,-Lagrangian embeddings. Let h, : S + R be the rate 
of change of the area swept out (section 2.1). Then the embedding F: S x [0, l] + M 
given by F(x, t) = (f;(x), t, h,(x)) is w-Lagrangian. The image L is called the graph 
of the isotopy; L is transversal to d/ah. 
2.7. Main application of the graph construction. Let N be some tube in T*S, where 
S is a closed (n - 1)-manifold. Let s: S+ R be any smooth function satisfying: 
(Max s - Min s) < ET and the graph of ds in T*S lies inside of N. 
For t E [0, T], let s, : S + R be a function such that: 
- the graph S, of ds, lies inside of N, 
- for each t, Max ds,/dt - Min ds,/dt < E, 
_ near t = 0, s, = 0 and near t = T, s, = s. 
For instance, take s, = a (t)s, where (Y is a suitable approximation of t++ t/ T Now 
the isotopy t ++S, is Hamiltonian. The rate of change of the area swept out is a 
function h,, which is ds,/dt up to the addition of a function of t; it can be taken 
with values in [0, a], h, = E and h, = 0. 
Therefore, the graph construction gives rise to some Lagrangian annulus joining 
ST x { T} x (0) to S,, x (0) x {a} in N x [0, T] = [0, F]. 
2.8. Now we will look at the usual way of producing blocks as in 2.6, first in a 
general manifold and then in (HA). 
Let (M*“, w) be any symplectic manifold with boundary. Let v: M + R, be a 
smooth function, with 0 as regular value, v-‘(O) = dM. Let S be a closed isotropic 
(n - I)-manifold of dM, nowhere tangent to the characteristic lines, generated by 
Y,,, where 
dv=+i(Y,)w. (2.1) 
The usual Hamilton vectorfield X, is the opposite one; the reason for this choice 
is to avoid a sign in (2.1). According to [15], there is a piece of symplectic 
hypersurface N 2’flP’) in aM, containing S and symplectically conjugate to a tube 
of T*S around the O-section. Let S x [0, F] be a Lagrangian annulus in M starting 
from S; it is assumed regular with respect to V, which means that v gives the second 
coordinate; explicit constructions of such annuli will be given in 2.9. For F small 
enough, we can do the following: there is some hypersurface H = N x [0, E] in M, 
containing S x [0, F] u N, with all segments { pt} x [0, e] lying in characteristic lines 
of H. 
Now, let C#I be the flow of Y,. For a small enough T> 0, flowing H by 4 from 
-T to T, we get an embedding of N x [-T, + T] x [0, E] on the image of which we 
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have 
w=w,+dtAdv (2.2) 
where t E [-T, T] is the time of the flow and w0 is the standard form of T*S. 
As a corollary of the graph construction, changing t to v and v to -t, we get: 
Corollary. If S’ is isotropic and close enough to S in aM, then there exists a Lagrangian 
embedded annulus in v-‘[O, c], joining S’ to S x {F}, transversal to the,foliation dqfined 
by v. 
It is constructed as a graph in T*(S x [0, e]), for the differential of some real 
function with given derivatives along the boundary. 
In the case of (HA), w = -dA, where A is the standard Liouville form; the Liouville 
vectorfield X, is defined as the w-dual: i(X,,)w = -A and its flow is noted $. Then 
v will be defined by the formulas 
v-‘(O) = an/r l&+v= v+t. (2.3) 
We also have 
*:A = e’h, dv(X,) = +l, h(Y”)=+l. (2.4) 
2.9. Regular Lagrangian annulus: case (HA). Let G : S x [0, F] + M be a Lagrangian 
annulus regular with respect to the above v. It is supposed exact, that is: G*h is 
the differential of a function. Projecting it onto aM by means of $, we get g : S x 
[0, E] + a M. The embedding G being Lagrangian and exact is equivalent to: 
(1) g, is isotropic and exact, 
(2) u E [0, &leg, is a Hamiltonian isotopy, 
(3) w(Jg,/au, 7)-A(7) =O, where T is any vector, tangent to g,,(S). 
Notice that, by (1) and (2), G(S x {u}) is isotropic. Therefore, to check that G 
is Lagrangian, we have only to write down the Lagrangian condition involving 
G,(Vau). 
Because exactness is preserved under any Hamiltonian isotopy, we have gzh = dfU 
for some function fu. Then relation (3) says exactly that -fU is (up to the usual 
undeterminacy) the rate of change of area swept out. 
We see that g, can be chosen to be stationary iff g”(S) is Legendrian, that is: 
&A = 0. 
Simple regular Lagrangian annulus. We start with g,: S + aM, an isotropic 
(n - 1)-dimensional embedding into aM, nowhere tangent to the characteristic lines 
and exact: gth = df: We have an extension g “: N + aM, a symplectic embedding of 
some tube of T*S. For E small enough, we look at the graph S, of -u(df) in &o(N); 
the form induced by A on S, is no longer df but it is close to it. Then by a small 
shift along the characteristic lines, we construct g,, : S + 3 M such that 
g;A = ggh for each u E [0, F]. (2.5) 
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By construction, the rate of change of area swept out at time u is the same for 
each u and is given by the function -f (the areas swept out by S,, and g,S are the 
same). Therefore, (3) is satisfied. This isotopy g, gives rise to a Lagrangian annulus 
in M, which is called simple. The E will be called its height. 
The construction of simple annulus may be performed continuously with respect 
to any external parameter which would be put in the initial data g,,(S). 
2.10. Darboux cylinders, bubbles. This section is specific to (HA). As a matter of 
fact for a given S, the construction of 2.8 cannot be done with a large E, except 
when S is Legendrian. We will look at the picture that arises when flowing a piece 
of Legendrian submanifold of aM by the Liouville flow. 
Let D x D* be a symplectic (2n -2)-dimensional polydisk in aM, with coordinates 
(x, 5). We suppose that it is a Darboux chart for A, that is: j*A = .$ dx where 
j: D x D*L* JM. For a given Legendrian disk D, such a Darboux polydisk always 
exists [ll]. Flowing it by Y,, from -8 to 6, we get a cylinder DX D* = [-6, i-61, 
with coordinates (x, 5, t). 
The Darboux cylinder is defined by the proper embedding C = D x D* x 
[-a, +S] x [0, CO)-, M given by 
(x, 8, t, u)- &,(x, e-“5, e-“t) E M. (2.6) 
Notice that, as u 3 0, this map is well defined; at this point we use that X, points 
inside of M and not outside. On C, we have 
w=dx/\d[+dtAdu, (2.7) 
h=[dx-tdu+dt. (2.8) 
Indeed, due to (Lzw = eUw, it is sufficient to prove (2.7) at u = 0, which can be 
checked easily. On the other hand, from (2.6), we have: 
Therefore (2.8) is valid by duality. 
The piece bounded by u G u,, is called a bubble; D x D* x [-6, +6] is its base, ug 
its height. The following lemma shows how (HB) emerges from (HA). 
Lemma. Let R be the radius of D and D* in the Euclidean metric. If 
6 > $R2, (2.10) 
then the embedding of a Darboux cylinder extends to a proper embedding of (R2”p2 x R x 
[0, a), standard) into (M, w). 
Proof. We introduce a slightly larger Darboux cylinder C’= D’x D’* x 
[-CT’, +S’] x [0, w), 6 < 6’, R < R’ (= radius of D’ and D’*). We consider on [w2”-* x 
Iwx[O, ~0) the l-form A,=$(tdx-x dc)- t du; dA,,= --w on C’ and X,,)= 
$(.$ a/3.$+x a/ax)+ t a/at. This vectorfield vanishes on the half-line <=O, x =O, 
t = 0; moreover through its flow $(A,), each point, outside of this line comes from 
C and goes to co. 
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On the other hand, on C’, we have A = A,+df where f =$&x + t. We construct a 
new l-form x = A,+ d( elf) where cr(x, 5, t) satisfies: 
(1) cw=O on DxD*x[-6,+8], 
(2) LY = 1 near d(D’X D’” X [-S’, +S’]), 
(3) a/at(olf) 2 0 and > 0 outside of D x D” x [-6, +6]. 
This is possible by (2.10); indeed, for (x, 5) E D x D”, we have f(x, 4,s’) > 0 and 
f(4 5, -6’) < 0. 
The form ;i is extended to M with x= A outside of C’. By (3), XX defined by 
i(X,)w = -dX points inside of M except along D x D” x [-8, 61 x (0) where it is 
tangent to 8M. It is a complete vectorfield; let G(x) be its flow. It may be checked 
that the positive flow line starting from any point of the frontier of C in M goes 
to v = +a; the function v is a Liapounov function for the flow outside of C. Let 
M’= +(l)(C x [0, a)). There is a unique diffeomorphism rWy + M’, which is the 
identity on C and conjugates $(A,) with $(i); it must be symplectic because $(A,) 
and I,!J(~) dilate the respective symplectic structures by the same factor. Cl 
Definition. A bubble, for which (2.10) holds, will be called admissible. 
2.11. Moving Lagrangian submanifolds out of bubbles. Let B be any admissible 
bubble and L a compact Lagrangian submanifold in M as in (HA), with boundary 
in dM disjoint from its base. 
Lemma. If (EP) holds in k?$“’ (that is the opposite of Theorem B), there is some 
Hamiltonian isotopy of Ljixing aL and pushing L out of B. 
Proof. (See also Fig. 1.) Let M2 be the Iw? given by Lemma 2.10; and H its boundary; 
M, = M -int M2, Li = Ln M,. Let (Y be a l-complex of int L generating the first 
homology group. Because n > 1, there is a Hamiltonian isotopy pushing it into M, 
(exercise or [6, p. 3341 +general position+2.2). Then we are reduced to the case 
where H,( L,) + H,(L) is onto; according to 2.5 it is sufficient to move L, out of B 
Fig. 1. 
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by a Hamiltonian isotopy fixing the boundary. Let Li be a neighborhood in L, of 
the intersection of L2 with the Darboux cylinder: For u E [0, u,], we consider L;,, 
as translated from L; by u a/au (affine notation). 
On the other hand, we consider the graph K of a nonnegative function u = k(x, 5, t) 
with compact support. Let 
M”= {(x, 6, t, u)) u 2 k(x, 6, 1)). 
It is well known that M”=R:” symplectically. Now we choose such a nice K, so 
that aLi,, c int M” and L;+A K for each u. 
We apply Theorem B to L,n M” and to the isotopy of its boundary given by 
u-L;. , n K and fixing the other components (= L, n aM,). We get a family of 
Lagrangian submanifolds of M”, which, when extended by the part of L;,, on the 
other side of K, and after smoothing the corners (see 2.4), gives rise to Lz,,, 
Lagrangian submanifolds of n/3,; we have what we want: dL2+ = JL, and L,,,n 
B=@ 0 
3. Proof of Theorem A 
We first recall the theorem of persisting intersection: 
Theorem. If N is a closed n-manifold, any embedding 4 of N into T*N, Hamilton- 
isotopic to the O-section, must intersect it. 
(See [3] for N = T”, [5,8] for the general case.) 
It may be regarded as a consequence of the following 4 has a generating function 
g “quadratic nondegenerate at injnity” [ 121. 
The real function g is defined on the total space E of a linear fiber bundle over 
N and coincides with a quadratic nondegenerate form Q outside some compact (m 
will denote the index of Q). Its critical points are in 1-l correspondence with the 
points of 4(N) n N. 
Hence there is an index function Z : 4(N) n N + Z defined as the Morse index of 
the corresponding critical point of g minus m. 
This index has the following properties: 
(1) It satisfies the Morse inequalities. (One writes down the ones involving g and 
the homology of the pair (E, aE ); here E denotes a maximal subbundle where 
Q is negative and aE_ is its sphere bundle at infinity. The shift by -m is due to 
the Thorn isomorphism: H*( E, aE_) = H*(E-, IYE-) = H*-“(N). Of course the 
intersection points of strictly negative index are unnecessary.) 
(2) When (P(N) is the graph of the differential of some function on N, then Z 
coincides with the Morse index. 
(3) Any Hamiltonian isotopy of C/J(N), fixing the neighborhood of some intersec- 
tion point x, preserves the index of Z(x). 
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For information, there is a formula [14] calculating I(x) - I(y) from the Maslov 
class for any pair of intersection points. 
We will show that the opposite of Theorem A contradicts the above Morse 
inequalities. We start with a Morse function f: N -+ R with only one minimum c,, 
and at least one critical point c, of index 1. There exist an arc (Y from c0 to c, and 
coordinates x, y on a neighborhood U of cr in N such that: 
f( u=;x3-x+;y*, 
where x varying from 1 to -1 is a parameter of (Y and y is a coordinate transversal 
to a. Let us denote by 5 and n the dual coordinates; we look at a symplectic 
rectangle C in the (x, o-plane, containing the graph of d(f( cz) and all its translates 
by t dx, 0~ t G 1; these translations are parallel to the t-axis. Now it is easy to 
construct a tube T (in the sense of (HA)) in T* N, which is very small except above 
U where it is required to contain C. Moreover dT is chosen transversal to the graph 
of df and to its mentioned translates above U. For instance, over U the tube is of 
the form: n*+ 5’1 K(x, y) = s2; here K is bump function which is 1 on a U, which 
has a large maximal value (2 1/s2), and with the following conditions on the partial 
derivatives: x aK/ax G 0, and al</ay = 0 if l]y]] < 6. The mentioned transversality 
can be easily checked by calculation. 
Let M = T*N -int T, L = df( N) n M. The boundary S of L consists in small 
spheres close to each critical point off outside of U and in one sphere = df( U) n a T. 
The isotopy under consideration keeps all the components fixed except the last one 
which is translated by t dx. 
Suppose that the isotopy t++ S, extends to a Hamiltonian isotopy t +-+ L, in M. In 
this case one can glue to L, Lagrangian disks lying in T, namely T n {df( U) + t dx} 
and the small disks of df( N) about the critical points other than c0 and cr. As a 
result we get a Hamiltonian isotopy of df( N) in T*N cancelling two points of 
intersection with the O-section, without creating any new ones; observe that, since 
n 2 2, adding Lagrangian disks does not destroy the Hamiltonian feature of the 
isotopy. A the end of the isotopy we get a picture where the Morse inequalities are 
violated because there is no longer any point of I-index 0. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem B 
In this section we assume the opposite of Theorem B and we will deduce the 
opposite of Theorem A, that is the extension property in the case where A4 is the 
complement of a tube in the cotangent space of a closed n-manifold. 
We are given a compact exact Lagrangian submanifold Lo in A4 with S, = L, A aA4, 
and a Hamiltonian isotopy S,, f E [0, 11, in aM, nowhere tangent to the characteristic 
lines. The goal is to construct L,, Lagrangian submanifolds of M with S, = dL,, such 
that the isotopy t-L, is Hamiltonian. 
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4.1. First reduction. We will reduce to a generic case. 
From Section 2, we have an isotopy of regular Lagrangian annuli A, in M, with 
A,,c L, and S, = A,2idM. Let M’c M be any proper 2n-submanifold with dM’ 
close to dM, and S: = A, AaM’. If the extension property works in M’, then it also 
works in M by adding the part of A, between S, and S: to the Lagrangian submanifold 
provided in M’, and smoothing the union. In other words, we can assume that dM 
and the isotopy S, satisfy any generic property. 
(a) Here we will describe the required generic property P for dM. For any closed 
leaf of the characteristic foliation of dM, consider the eigenvalues of the first return 
Poincare map. Property P is satisfied when 1 never appears in the spectrum. The 
following is the easy part of a theorem by Robinson about generic properties of 
Hamiltonian flows [ 131: 
There exists M’c M with dM’ satisfying P and arbitrarily Cot-close to dM. 
Note the following: when generating the foliation by a non-vanishing Hamiltonian 
vectorfield, property P implies that the orbits of period less than any given number 
are isolated. To see this simply apply the implicit function theorem to the first return 
Poincare map. 
(b) Generic isotopies. Assume now that dM satisfies property P. We consider the 
function v of 2.8 and its flow 4 which is complete because dM is compact; when 
speaking of the periods we refer to this flow. We endow S, with N, = dM, isomorphic 
to a tube of T”S,. 
For T > 0, we denote 4’ = 4 1 N, x [0,2 T] and Sred( t) is the projection into N, of 
(4’))‘(S,); it is an immersed Lagrangian submanifold (the subscript “red” is for 
“reduction” in the sense of Souriau). The property P’(T) for the isotopy S, is 
defined as follows: for all but a finite number of t E [0, 11, 
(1) S, does not meet any closed orbit of period <3 T. 
(2) S,,,(t) has only double points with normal crossings. 
Choice of T. From the exactness of S,, we have functions J; : S, + aB such that the 
l-form induced by A on fi is df;. Fix T so that the following inequality holds: 
Max_/-Minf,<$T. (*) 
Having fixed T, we will only consider exact isotropic S satisfying (*); they form 
a Baire space in which P’(T) is generic. 
4.2. Second reduction. One can reduce to consider special isotopies where, by 
definition, (1) and (2) of 4.1 are valid for each t E [0, 11. 
The proof involves some ideas from Hatcher’s work on the Smale conjecture (see 
[7] where the idea has appeared for the first time). 
Let t,, . . . , tk be the values of the parameter for which (1) or (2) fails. Let A, be 
Lagrangian annuli as in 4.1. For a small enough E > 0 and u E [0, E], the isotopy 
t++ A, n {Y = u} is also generic; moreover one can easily arrange the A,‘s such that 
(1) or (2) fails exactly at the same time t, , . . . , tk on each level of the function V. 
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Let M’c M such that aM’c {$E < Y < E} and Si, = A,, n aM’ does satisfy (1) and 
(2). By openness, the same is true for S: = A, n aM’, t E [t, - 6, t, + 61, S > 0. Let 
M”c M such that aM”c {f~ < v <f~} and Sy? = A,,naM” satisfies (1) and (2), the 
same being true for t E [ f2 - 6, f2 + 61. And so on. 
By hypothesis, (EP) works in M -{ v < s/j}, j = 1,. . . , k, also in M’, M”, . . . for 
any special Hamiltonian isotopy. Then A,,-* n { v = E} bounds some Lagrangian 
submanifold in M -{v < E}; hence A,,+R n aM’ bounds in M’, then A,,_s n {v = 4.z) 
bounds in M -_(v<~E}, A ,,+8 n aM” bounds in M” and so on. As a result we get 
an extension of the isotopy r~ S, for t E [0, 11. q 
4.3. Preparation for the proof From now on, the isotopy t H S, is assumed special 
and endowed with simple regular Lagrangian annuli A,. The preparation concerns 
a!! of the S,‘S among which some finite set will be chosen later by compactness. For 
the moment, it is convenient to drop the index t. The form induced by A on S is 
denoted by dJ: 
We have double points of Sred, corresponding to pairs of points (a, b), (a’, b’), . . . 
on S, with b=4,,,,(a), 0<6(a)<2T 
Such a pair is called bad when 8(a) s T It turns out that two bad pairs have no 
common point. From now on, only the bad pairs will be labelled. We shift S a little 
bit near a, b, a’, . . . such that S becomes Legendrian on these neighborhoods D,, . . .; 
f is then changed a little in the Co-topology, so that (*) remains true. Due to the 
fact that (EP) is invariant under shifting, nothing is lost. We choose some small 
cotangent tube N of T*S, embedded in aM. We require the following properties: 
(1) Around a (resp. b, a’, . . .), N is a polydisk D, x 0: (resp. D,, x Ox,. . .), a 
Darboux chart for A (A = 5 dx, (x, 5) being the coordinates in the polydisk). 
(2) The double points will be controlled only until the time T of the flow, which 
means: 
- for any t E 10, T] and for any z E N -{D, x Df u D,, x D$ . . .}, 4,(z) rZ N; 
- +sca,( D, x Dz) = Dg x Dhr respecting each factor; 
- same for the tube fi of half radius. 
Taking as in 2.8 a suitable hypersurface containing N and a germ of A (A = A,), 
and howing it by Yy, we get an immersion j: N x [0, T] x [0,2&l + M with: 
j*w = wo+ dT A dv, (o. = standard form of T*S), 
dv = j” dv, j,(alar) = Y,, 
j(S x (0) x [0,2&l) c A. 
(4.1) 
For E small enough, the double points of j 1 N x [0, T] x {u} are controlled in the 
same way as for u = 0. 
The last step of the preparation is devoted to the creation of a bubble B,, (also 
B (II,. . .), the base of which is j(D, x Dt x [:8(a),$s(a)]) and with height U(a) 
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satisfying the inequality: 
U(a) > T&/c?(U). (4.2) 
In order to apply 2.11, we insist that B, be admissible; that is: 
R2, < 6(a). (4.3) 
For the forthcoming main construction, we will take: 
R2,% TE. (4.4) 
In this way, the size of N is chosen for (4.3), and E is shrunk to get (4.4), which 
of course has no effect on the size of the domain of j. 
4.4. The main construction. We recall the Liouville vectorfield X, and its flow $J. 
For u E [0, F], S(u) c N is defined as follows: first S’(U) = $_,(A n F’(u)) and then 
S’(U), being close to S for E small enough, is shifted to some S(U) = N in a unique 
way. According to 2.9, (4.2) and (4.3), S( ) u is the graph of --u df: Let S, = S(2e) 
and S: = S’(2e). 
Briefly speaking, we are going to perform the graph construction in N x [0, T] x 
[0, E] for the radial isotopy in N from S to S,. 
For 7 E [0, T], we consider the isotopy g, going from S to S, by homothety with 
constant velocity, except near T = 0 and T = T where it is stopped (smoothly). Indeed 
the argument is clearer when the stopping is brutal; it will give piecewise-smooth 
submanifolds, but smoothing can be performed at the end. Due to (*), the rate of 
change of area swept out h, : S + R can be chosen with values in [0, F], h, = 0 for T 
very close to T, h, = F for T very close to 0. The main formula is 
(MY) - h,(x)) dT = 2&U-(x)-f(y)), (4.5) 
for any (x, y) E S. Because ~-h~(x) is almost constant, we drop the index T and 
we have for the pairs (a, b), . . . , 
(h(a)-h(b))T=2s(f(b)-f(a)), which may be positive. (4.6) 
Now we perform the graph construction (see 2.6) of this isotopy in the block 
N x [0, T] x [0, E]; it gives rise to some Lagrangian annulus C bounded by S, x (0) x 
{&]uS,x{T]x{O]. 
The Lagrangian annulus j(C) has double points, exactly two, for each pair 
(a, b), . . . , with f(b) -f(a) > 0. They lie in j(a x R x [0, E]) and are pictured on 
Fig. 2. 
The picture takes into account the fact that j,(a/&) = a/au on the piece of the 
plane being considered. 
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Fig. 2. 
4.5. Destroying the self-intersections. We only look at the pair associated to (a, b) 
when f(b) -f(a) > 0. The isotopy g, from S to S, will be changed by “adding” 
some isotopy d, : Da + Da x Dz, constrained to fix the boundary and D, =$D,; 
moreover d,(D,) will be a graph and, of course, d, and d, will be the O-section. 
Before describing d,, we recall a general fact. Let k, : Da + [w be the rate of change 
of area swept out, normalized by k, = 0 and k, = 0 on the boundary. Let & be the 
concatenation of g, and d,; because g, is stationary on D,, its rate of change of 
area swept out is: 
&=h,+k,. (4.7) 
Now we will describe d,, starting from r = T. First choose some cx, 0 < (Y < h(b). 
One chooses k,, for r E [6, T], where 6 = 8(a), such that 
O&&)GF VXE Da, 
k,(x) = 0 for T close to 6 and T, (4.8) 
&Jx)=h(b)-a - Vx E D, and r not close to 6 and T. 
Let K, = -jd k, dt; then one takes d,(D,) as the graph of dK,. Let p > 0, 
;R,p>(h(a)-h(b)+a)x(T-6). (4.9) 
The right-hand side is the area of a rectangle covering the dashed rectangle on Fig. 
2. For a suitable choice of 6, the d,(D,)‘s can all take place in the tube of radius 
p; besides, according to [9], nothing better can be obtained, even considering 
Lagrangian submanifolds which are not graphs. By (4.4), (3) is satisfied with p = R,; 
in other words d,(Da) = Da x 0:. 
Eventually, for T E [0, $1 u [fs, 61, d, is stationary, and for r E [$, $81, d, goes 
through the isotopy opposite to d,, T E [6, T], up to resealing of time. The graph 
construction for & gives rise to some annulus e, such that j( c) no longer has any 
self-intersections. But it goes over u = E and enters the bubble; Fig. 3 shows the 
trace on the plane {a} x R x [0, a). 
Writing down the preservation of area, we get the height of the rectangle above 
u = E; by (4.2) it is smaller than the height of the bubble. As a result, up to “shifting” 
and changing the notation, we have proved the following: 
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h(b) -- 
h(b)-@ -- 
Fig. 3. 
Proposition. There exists a Lagrangian embedded anrtulus C, 
{OS v 4 &} and bubbles, and bounded by $-,,(A n { v = 2~)) 
An {v = F) on the other side. 
lying in the union of 
on one side and by 
Moreover, the construction can be done with a parameter u varying in [0,2&l; 
C(~E) = C, C(u) is bounded by +-,(A n { v = u}) ononesideandbyAn{v=s} on 
the other side; and C(0) is An {OS v s F}. 
4.6. End of proof We choose all the “constants” as in 4.3, including the annuli A, 
of height 2q with A0 included in the initial L. We subdivide the t-interval: 0= 
to, t, ) . . . ) tk, . . . , t, = 1, in a sufficiently fine manner in order to get the following. 
For each k, there exists a l-parameter family of Lagrangian annuli Ak( t), t E [ tk, fk+,], 
with: 
- A(t) c v-‘([O, 2~11, 
- Ak(t) is bounded by S, and A,, n v-‘(2~), 
- A(fk) = A,,, 
- &(k+l) n v-‘([O, ~1) = A,+, n vm’([O, ~1) (Fig. 4). 
This family is given by the graph construction (the corollary in 2.8). Moreover 
we can insist that Ak(f) be very close to A,,+I and then disjoint from the bubbles 
associated to it. 
L 
/ ‘K 
AK tfK+,) f 
Fig. 4. 
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Now the goal is to construct a family L, of Lagrangian submanifolds bounded 
by S, starting with L. For simplicity, we allow ourselves to introduce blowing-up 
of some t, where L, is moving and S, is stationary. If we solve the extension problem 
in this weak sense, it is easy to correct this in the end, using the local flexibility of 
symplectic geometry. For a proof by recurrence on k, we suppose that the family 
is constructed until L,, and L,, n v-‘([O, 2.51) = A,,. 
Here let us recall the general hypothesis of this section: the extension property 
holds in R:” and then 2.11 can be applied. By a first isotropy of L,,, fixing A,,, we 
make it disjoint from the bubbles associated to S,,+,; for that, apply 2.11 in M - 
v-‘([O, 2~1). After this move we don’t change the notation of L,,. For t E [ tk, &+,I, 
we define 
L, = Ak( t) u (L,, n V-‘([2~, a])). 
Unfortunately L,,+, does not allow us to continue the recurrence because it does 
not contain the annulus A,,+, . 
At this point, we are going to use the annulus C associated to A = A,,+, in 4.5. 
Let us introduce L”= C u (L,,+, n F’([E, a]); it is bounded by I,!-~~(A,~+, n { v = 2~)). 
Now we build A,,+, u q!~*~ (L). This new Lagrangian manifold of course satisfies the 
hypotheses of the recurrence; moreover, due to the properties of C (see 4.5), it is 
isotopic to L,,+, by a Hamiltonian isotopy fixing S,,+,. This achieves the proof of 
the extension property in the complement of a tube in a cotangent space, contradict- 
ing Theorem A. Hence the extension property must fail in R:“. 
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